
	

 
 
December 7, 2020 
 
 
City of Pasadena Design Commission 
Attn: Michi Takeda 
Hale Building 
175 N. Garfield Ave., 2nd Floor 
Pasadena, CA 91101 
 
Re: 85 W. Green St. 
 
Dear Members of the Design Commission: 
  
Pasadena Heritage has been following development at this site for years, and are discouraged to see 
the current project proposed in the heart of Old Pasadena. Though the site is relatively small, this 
corner of Green St. and De Lacey Ave. is very well known in Pasadena. The restaurants and shops 
along Green Street are some of the most popular in Pasadena, and the De Lacey Parking Facility 
ensures a high level of foot traffic in this area at all times. Locals fondly remember the Twin Palms 
restaurant at this site, and also remember when the namesake two palms were illegally felled. 
 
The previous iteration of this project was not an exemplary design, but at two stories and with 
some subdued design choices, it was somewhat contextual and served as a background building in 
historic Old Pasadena. The design was similar in appearance to the building at One Union St., 
where the Container Store is located, and designed by the same architect. The project before you 
this evening has changed significantly, with a different program, overall height and massing, and a 
new architect. There are some substantial missteps in this project, and many of them stem from 
trying to fit a residential program into a formerly commercial project. We encourage the architect 
and developer to start fresh and take more creative steps to make this program work, and to 
improve the appearance of the project. 
 
Pasadena Heritage believes this project still has much work to be done in order to prove its 
compatibility with the Old Pasadena NRHD. We are thoroughly unconvinced that the height 
averaging, as proposed, promotes a superior design. We would like to see the following issues 
addressed in subsequent revisions: 
 
Reduce Height along Green Street – The three-story massing along Green Street is out of scale 
with the adjacent historic two-story building. The entire Green Street frontage, or at least the 
western half of the façade, should be limited to two stories. The building can rise up to three stories 
on De Lacey Ave, consistent with the existing parking structure. The four-story element should be 
contained towards the center/rear of the site to minimize view from street level. The Design 
Commission recently approved a nearby project to this one, at 33-45 W. Green St. That project is 
limited to two stories at Green Street, and steps up to three and four in the rear, as we have 
suggested. We recommend to the applicants that they review that project as a case study. 
 
Arcades Annexed by Restaurant – The ground level arcades are counted as common space, but 
with restaurant on ground floor, they will likely become outdoor dining. In the previous version, the 
eastern arcade served as an extension of S. De Lacey Ave., but in this version it is surrounded by 
restaurant use. In reality, the arcade is a tenant amenity, but presented as a pedestrian 
improvement. Outdoor dining may be an appropriate use, but the drawings should reflect that use. 
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Furthermore, the olive trees that inhabit these spaces seem more crowded and less likely to thrive 
than in previous versions. There must be a better way to provide these replacement trees. 
 
Reduce and Redistribute Balconies – Balconies dominate the exterior appearance of the 
proposed structure and do not seem to provide equal access to residents. Some units have no 
balcony, while others have two or three balconies. Unit One, on the southeast corner of the 
second floor, has a balcony accessible from the bathroom. While balconies provide much needed 
outdoor space, they should be used where they are meaningful. To ensure privacy and prevent 
visual clutter, in certain locations the use of Juliet balconies, or just operable windows, may be more 
effective. 
 
Improve Interior Circulation – Although the charge of the Design Commission is to focus on 
the exterior design, the interior circulation patterns are driving poor decisions on the building’s 
envelope. Inefficient corridors and stairways within a building lead to wasted space. One important 
change that would improve circulation, the exterior design, and the experience of residents would 
be to move the elevator tower to rear of property where the main residential lobby is, instead of 
along Green Street. This would reduce building height at Green Street and would also relocate 
elevator access closer to the main residential lobby, which would improve user experience for 
people with disabilities (or even residents loading/unloading large items). The stair circulation that 
wraps around the elevator shaft, which may have been appropriate for a commercial building, 
should be simplified. 
 
Soften Towering Corners – The tower elements at corners dominate the building, and give the 
feeling of impenetrability, yet they provide awkward interior spaces. The southeast corner of the 
ground floor restaurant is a 19’ x 19’ square, attached to the larger space but serving no clear 
purpose. It may serve as a waiting area, but the design seems awkward. This square space extends 
to the second and third floor residential units as well. On these upper floors, living space is 
essentially enclosed in a square glass box, and interior programs do not correspond to the façade. 
This southeastern tower adds visual bulk to the building without providing meaningful space. The 
tower on the southwest of the site is merely to provide elevator access, but if the elevator is 
moved to the rear of the property, as suggested earlier, it is no longer needed. 
 
Further Explore Martin Alley Design Language – One strong suit of this proposal is the design 
language proposed on the rear of the property, along Martin Alley. With wrought iron, fabric 
awnings, and a rusticated concrete base, it reads as more elegant and timeless than the primary 
facades. The current primary facades lean too heavily on neoclassical themes, which is not 
appropriate in Old Pasadena nor for residential construction. The softer, Martin Alley design 
language could be modified for the two primary façades as well. 
 
Sincerely,  

                                                                  
Susan N. Mossman     Andrew Salimian 
Executive Director     Preservation Director 
 
Attachment A: Renderings of 33-45 W. Green St. from Staff Report 
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